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(key tools: immediate context, book context, whole-Bible context) 
The Bible forbids infant sacrifice in Gen 22:12, Ex 20:13, Lev 20:1, Deut 18:10, and in many other 
places. A misinterpretation of Genesis chapter 22 has led some to believe that this chapter condones infant 
sacrifice. They say that the fact that God never intended to allow Abraham to sacrifice his son is not good 
enough—that God never should have made such a horrible demand in the first place. Such a reaction 
ignores the immediate context (v5) which makes it clear that Abraham expected to return from the 
mountain with Isaac alive. It ignores the book context (Gen 17:18-19, 21:12), where Abraham was twice 
told that Isaac would bear descendants. It ignores whole-Bible Context (Heb 11:17-19), which tells us 
that Abraham knew that even if he carried through with the sacrifice, God would bring Isaac back to life. 
Once these issues are cleared up, we see that Gen 22 is a case in point where God forbade an infant 
sacrifice. 
   Some will say, "But why is such a story even in the Bible? What possible good can come out of it?" 
This story, along with its context, is used in Rom 4:18-22, Gal 3:6, and James 2:20-23 to explain 
credited righteousness, the hope of all Christians and the foundation for the most well-known verse in the 
Bible, John 3:16. It should be noted that the faith exhibited by Abraham was not blind faith but evidence-
based faith, resulting from numerous encounters with God earlier in Genesis where God proved Himself 
faithful to carry out His promises. Likewise, the New Testament asks all people to accept the evidence of 
the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ as a foundation for evidence-based faith which will result in 
credited righteousness for all who believe. (See Fish the Bible! p99-112. You may also be interested in 
reading Who Moved the Stone, (evidence for the death and resurrection of Christ) by Frank Morison 
(1930), now in the public domain and available free on the Internet.) 
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